
Tomorrow's engineers today

Class of 2020



Congratulations to our 

David Scott
Managing Director
Skills for Security

class of 2020!

In 2020 Skills for Security saw 27

Apprentices completing their Fire,

Emergency and Security Systems

Apprenticeship who have now all

successfully secured roles at

companies across the UK. 

This year's apprentices was by far

the largest number in the UK and

2021 is forecasting a significant

rise in apprenticeships taking

place which  we hope brings us

nearer to closing the ever-growing

skills gap in our sector.

Congratulations to all of you and

best of luck in your future careers.



Matthew Aindow

The Skills for Security Apprentice

of the Year was awarded to

Matthew Aindow, who scored 93%

in his End Point Assessment.

Matthew has shown a tremendous

work ethic whilst completing his

apprenticeship this year. His

energy and enthusiasm should see

him go far in the fire and security

industry. 

Matthew has a real passion for

the sector and his career, and we

look forward to watching his

journey closely as he now

becomes a fully qualified Fire and

Security engineer. The team at

Skills for Security wishes him the

very best for the future.

Apprentice of the Year 



Matthew Aindow is our 

Apprentice of the Year.

Matthew works for 

EFT Systems Ltd , which

is a founder component

of the EFT Group. 

Founded in 1974 EFT Systems 

still retain a year on year 

relationship with Public Sector Clients since this time.

Terry McCarthy
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Matthew Aindow

Huram Masood

Sam Egar

Luke Hayward

James Hill

Terry was one of the first

students to pass 

EPA at T2000. 

He works for Dabit Limited,

which is a security systems

integrator company

 that offers outstanding 

security solutions and excellent

customer service.

Sam works for The Ministry 

of Defence.

MOD is the British 

government department 

responsible for implementing 

the defence policy set by 

Her Majesty's Government, 

and is the headquarters of the 

British Armed Forces.

Luke works for Adept 

Security Systems Ltd.

Adept Security Systems 

apply a wide range of 

security & fire solutions to 

a wide range of clients

 with excellent results

Huram works for 

JM Security Systems.

JM Security Systems have 

an extensive portfolio of 

clients in the Public, Corporate

 and Retail market. We work with some 

of the UK’s largest retailers and businesses, installing

and monitoring security systems.

James works for 

Secure One.

From intruder alarms 

and CCTV cameras to 

access control and i

ntegrated security systems; Secure One will

manage everything for you.



James is the first student to 

pass at new EFT Group 

EPAO. He works for a 

company called 

ProudCastle Solutions.

ProudCastle's brand 

independence and integration

capability means you get the best

possible advice, because they are one of the most 

technically experienced providers of fully 

integrated open protocol solutions..

Elliot works for

Secure One.

From intruder alarms

and CCTV cameras to

access control and i

ntegrated security systems;

Secure One will manage

everything for you.

Joe Wheatley

Jost works for Sitewatch 

Fire & Surveillance Ltd.

Sitewatch exists to help 

organisations secure 

their assets and protect 

their people. We achieve 

this through a perfect blend 

of security, technology and service.

Joe works for 

PWP Building Services.

Since it’s founding in 

1995 PWP Building 

Services Limited has specialised 

in the design, installation and maintenance of commercial

Mechanical, Electrical and Fire and Security systems

throughout the UK and Western and Central Europe.

Elliot Wagstaff
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James Sharp

Jost Mort

Harry Elleston

Luke Wadsley

Harry was one of the first 

students to pass his EPA in 

lockdown. He works for 

Mercury Systems.

Mercury Systems is an 

ISO 9001 quality approved 

company with many valuable 

years experience in the industry.

Mercury are perfectly placed to exceed your expectations

by delivering a unique customer partnership approach.

Luke works for

PWP Building Services.

Since it’s founding in

1995 PWP Building

Services Limited has specialised

in the design, installation and maintenance of commercial

Mechanical, Electrical and Fire and Security systems

throughout the UK and Western and Central Europe.



Callum works for EFT Systems.

EFT Systems Ltd is a 

founder component

of the EFT Group. Founded 

in 1974 EFT Systems still

retain a year on year 

relationship with Public Sector 

Clients since this time.

George Ellis
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Callum Tootle

Cole Gould

Chris Staunton

Ellis Whitney

Jack Sutton

George works for 

The Ministry of Defence.

MOD is the British

government department

responsible for 

implementing the defence

policy set by Her Majesty's

Government, and is the

headquarters of the British Armed Forces.

Chris works for

JM Security Systems.

JM Security Systems

have an extensive

portfolio of clients in the 

Public, Corporate and 

Retail market. We work with 

some of the UK’s largest retailers 

and businesses, installing and monitoring security systems.

Ellis works for a company 

called Integrated Security

Systems.

Ellis passed his EPA on 

the 25 and 26 June 2019

with fantastic results!

Cole works for a company

called Abel Alarms.

With over 50 years’ 

experience in the

security industry, Abel 

has grown to become one 

of the UK’s largest privately owned

providers of electronic security systems..

Jack works for Adept

Security Systems Ltd.

Adept Security Systems

apply a wide range of

security & fire solutions to

a wide range of clients

with excellent results



Robson Barker
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Daniel Beck

Jack Bundle

Charlie Pass

Nathan Carroll

Lewis Battle

Harry Courtney

Tom Miller

Jack Zacharia

Adept Security Systems apply a wide range

of security & fire solutions to a wide range

of clients with excellent results.

MOD is the British government department

responsible for implementing the defence policy

set by Her Majesty's Government, and is the

headquarters of the British Armed Forces.

MOD is the British government department responsible for

implementing the defence policy set by Her Majesty's Government,

and is the headquarters of the British Armed Forces.

BusinessWatch Group is the fastest growing

independent fire and security company in the UK.

Starting as Homewatch in 1993, the company

quickly grew to provide fire and security

installations and services to commercial

businesses across the Cambridgeshire area.

Active Security has an excellent reputation for

quality installations, reliable maintenance and

servicing, with a friendly helpline service to give

you the peace of mind that you are looking for.

Pointer specialise in the design, installation, service,

maintenance and monitoring of electronic security

systems and have a vast array of knowledge and

experience in the delivery of large-scale projects for

blue-chip clients that recognise the importance of

managing risk to their staff, property, and key data.

J-Tech Systems was founded in April 2008 with a

vision to build long-term relationships with our

commercial and domestic customers by employing

engineering principles and industry best practice

through our team of highly skilled engineers.

Founded in 2000, CSS Systems has over 40 years’

experience with engineers based throughout the UK

and a network of global partners allowing us to

operate on a worldwide basis

Secure Integrated Solutions is dedicated

to our clients and they benefit from our

strong mission and clear vision.



Skills for Security is the UK’s
largest fire and security
apprenticeship provider.

Working closely with
employers, our mission is to
improve both the skills and
standards of professionalism
in the security industry by
providing access to high-
quality training courses and
qualifications.

www.skillsforsecurity.org.uk

Skills for Security Limited
Suite 7, 3rd Floor, The Outset, Bank Quay House, 
Sankey Street, Warrington, Cheshire WA1 1NN


